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EXT. MANSION - EVENING

An exquisite mansion sits nestled in the woods.

REY and FINN, 20s, traditional Star Wars garb, pull up out 
front in a Star Wars land speeder.

INT. LAND SPEEDER - EVENING

Rey puts her hand on Finn's knee.

REY
You sure about this, Finn?

FINN
Of course, Rey. I want to meet 
these famous Solos.

REY
(laughs)

Well, I've got to warn you, they're 
a little eccentric, but their 
hearts are in the right place.

FINN
As long as you're here to give me 
moral support.

REY
Always.

They get out of the speeder.

EXT. MANSION FRONT DOOR - EVENING

Rey rings the doorbell and within seconds the door swings 
open to reveal HAN SOLO, trademark vest, 70s and LEIA SOLO, 
elaborate (but patchy and dirty) Star Wars ballgown, 
cigarette in her mouth, 70s.

HAN
There they are! It's sweet baby Rey 
and her homie! I'm just kidding...

Han puts his hand on Finn's shoulder squeezing approvingly.
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LEIA
But actually we're sorry we didn't 
make barbecue, Finn. We're not very 
good at making soul food.

REY
Oh my god, guys...

FINN
It's alright, Mrs. Princess Leia. I 
like other things too.

LEIA
Call me Carrie.

HAN
Well, come on then. The "Dark Lord" 
is already in there! Sorry not 
"dark" lord... I just meant...

FINN
Let's eat!

INT. DINING ROOM - EVENING

The family is seated around a long, wooden table. In front 
of each of them are glasses of blue milk. In the center - 
surrounded by lit candles - is what appears to be a roasted 
Yoda. Darth Vader's twisted, destroyed helmet sits on the 
mantle.

Han sits at the head of the table with Leia at the foot. On 
one side sit Rey and Finn, and on the other sits KYLO REN, 
full outfit, with his helmet off.

They're all laughing at some joke.

HAN
But, no, seriously, Greedo totally 
shot first.

Everybody nods their heads and returns to eating quietly.

HAN (CONT'D)
Well, I wanted to thank all for 
coming out this weekend. It's been 
awhile since we've had the whole 
gang together. Ben...
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Kylo stands up and pulls out his lightsaber. He starts 
slashing at the wall uncontrollably sending sparks flying.

KYLO
(interrupting)

My name is Kylo! Kylo Ren!

HAN (CONT'D)
I know work can be tough. Your 
mother and her brother are very 
difficult to track down and kill.

Han looks imploringly at Leia. She taps her spoon against 
her tea cup. Kylo shuts off his lightsaber and sits back 
down.

HAN (CONT'D)
And Finn, it's been great to 
finally meet you. We don't often 
get your type around here.

FINN
My type?

HAN
And Rey... how are you related to 
us again?

Rey shrugs. Everybody awkwardly returns to eating.

KYLO
Finn, do you like sweating to death 
under all that armor?

FINN
You mean like being a stormtrooper?

KYLO
Because with your genetic makeup, 
you really shouldn't be allowed to 
be a stormtrooper.

Everybody looks up, appalled.

EVERYBODY
Woah! Hey!
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KYLO
(defensive)

Because of his Midichlorian count, 
geez. He should be a Jedi!

HAN
I'm sorry about that, Finn. You 
know, if I could, I would have 
voted for Jar-Jar Binks for another 
senate term.

FINN
Who the hell is Jar-Jar Binks?

Leia clinks her spoon against her teacup again. Finn whirls 
around, afraid of being hypnotized.

Leia is using one of the lit, fancy dinner candles to heat 
up a spoonful of what appears to be meth.

LEIA
This is going to be some real good, 
hypnotic shit. Obi-Wan, get in 
here.

OBI-WAN KENOBI, blue force ghost, transparent-looking, 
drifts into the room.

OBI-WAN
I am more powerful than you can 
possibly imagine.

Leia hands him a near-empty glass of sweet tea.

LEIA
Top me off.

The glass drops through Obi-Wan's transparent hands, 
shattering on the floor.

LEIA (CONT'D)
Dammnit! You clumsy nerf herder!

Obi-Wan stands staring at the mess. He fights back tears.
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OBI-WAN
Oh, no, no, no, no, no, no, no...

Obi-Wan drifts away still mumbling. They resume eating.

REY
Do we have to look at that thing 
for the whole meal?

Rey points to a mounted CHEWBACCA head on the wall.

REY (CONT'D)
It might offend... some people... 
because of the coloring...

She slightly nods her head at Finn.

FINN
(frustrated)

You too? What the hell? No, it's 
okay I really don't mind.

KYLO
(sarcastic)

No, let's move it. Anything for our 
guest of honor!

Kylo gets up and removes the Chewbacca head from the wall. 
It's too heavy, and Kylo can barely hold it.

KYLO
Father, can you help me?

Han gets up grabbing the other side. Kylo and Han stare into 
each other's eyes. Finn sits confused in the background.

Suddenly, a lightsaber blade shoots out of Chewbacca's 
eyeholes and through Han Solo who collapses.

Rey screams. Leia takes a hit from a needle. Finn stands up.

FINN
I'm out of here.


